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The POS system for demanding
people: modern, powerful and robust

SMART PRINTING FOR
BUSINESSES THAT ARE
GOING PLACES

Granted, the topic sounds complex. Upon a
second glance you will see that it is not so bad.
And certainly some of your existing customers
will immediately be interested. Honeywell has
been one of our best partners for years, and
the Global Tracking Division so far has been
mainly active in the Americas and Africa.
As a Jarltech partner you now have exclusive
access to the systems in Europe. Find out in
this issue what it is all about, and in which
areas you and your customers will also benefit from tracking and mapping systems.
Who knows? Maybe even in hospitality: with
the portable GPS trackers your customers
always know where the waiter is – no matter
how large the beer garden may be!

Ulrich Spranger, CEO Jarltech Europe GmbH

Dear Jarltech Partner,
You have probably already gleaned it from
the title: at Jarltech new things are again on
the move. We are very pleased to be able to
offer you the Global Tracking systems from
Honeywell, starting immediately. Perhaps you
are thinking: how does that fit to a distributor
of POS and auto-ID hardware? Very well, we
think! As a value-added specialist distributor
we owe it to both you and ourselves from
time to time to deal with even more specific
topics – especially when they are as promising as in this case.

With kind regards,

Ulrich Spranger
ulrich.spranger@jarltech.com
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POS printers

Epson Showing the Way Forward

Market News

From processing sales on the shop floor to taking payments at the table, deliver an enhanced customer
experience with receipt, barcode and label printing with Epson’s reliable and robust portable POS printers.
Print receipts at the roadside or create labels on the warehouse floor using the TM-P20, TM-P60II Receipt/
Peeler or TM-P80 printers, with features including direct printing from web browsers on tablets and mobile
devices. With an industry-leading operational battery life of up to 46 hours in BT mode and 16 hours with
Wi-Fi on, they’re ideal for queue busting, order taking and shelf-edge labelling, giving staff the flexibility to
interact with customers in new ways.

WITH CITIZEN – THE ENTIRE
SPECTRUM FROM
ONE MANUFACTURER

In other areas things are moving ahead as
well, and shortly even more brands will be
added to the Jarltech portfolio. It appears
that change is the only constant for us. This
is, however, not entirely true – the enormous
growth from the previous years continued
again in 2014: with a bit more than 20 % sales growth compared to the previous year, our
international position is yet again solidified.
Thank you for your contribution!
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Meet your customers’ expectations with a portable POS printer from Epson
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Join the Conversation!
Stay in touch with us and visit us today on Facebook and Twitter.
Learn about insights in our company, latest product news
and much more as a FAN on Facebook or FOLLOW US on Twitter!
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MARKET
NEWS
New Elo desktop
touchmonitors

Dolphin 75e: the platform of the future

The global system
for labelling chemicals (GHS) took
effect on 1 June. Preprinted colour labels
are now hardly worth
the effort as a result
of these new standards.
For norm-compliant labelling,
therefore, flexible and durable labels are
needed as the solution. Epson supports you in
your efforts with the efficient colour-intensive
inkjet printers of the ColorWorks Series: C831,
C3500 and the new C7500 industrial label
printer are ideal for the in-house production
of high-quality colour labels. The top model in
the series, the C7500, prints up to 300 mm per
second at a resolution of 600 x 1,200 dpi.

Elo Touch Solutions has introduced new variants of its 1523L and 1723L desktop touchmonitors. The new models feature zero-bezel
IntelliTouch Pro PCAP touch technology. Touchmonitors with IntelliTouch Pro support multitouch with 10 touch points, standard, and offer
liquid touch movements. Both monitors come
with an elegant all-glass surface with brilliant
picture quality, thanks to an anti-glare coating.
Connect via VGA or DIV – simply with Plug &
Play. A magnetic card reader, webcam and NFC/
RFID module are specially available for retail
environments.

Honeywell offers the next generation of mobile
devices with its new mobile computer, the Dolphin 75e. The 75e gives you your choice between Windows Embedded 8.1 Handheld and
Android 4.4. Thanks to its upgrade capability it
is also equipped for every application, even in
the future. The 75e features intuitive data capture and processing in
a handheld format. With
powerful hardware, an
IP67 certification on its
housing, longer battery
life and full communications capability, your
customers only need a
single device for numerous
mobile applications.

epson.jarltech.com

www.elotouch.com

honeywell.jarltech.com

Implement the new GHS norm with Epson

Why Citizen? Seven arguments! As a renowned brand name for POS and label printers, Citizen is more than
just a good alternative, and we have put together seven arguments for you. And as you will see, it is worth it!

Guaranteed quality
through innovative technologies and robust
materials → for highquality results
every day

2
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Excellent brand
image thanks to over
30 years of printing
experience → for global
trust in the Citizen
brand name

Citizen Consul Club
Citizen rewards every
member with points for
each printer sold → for
premiums and cashback payments

Supply and demand
regulates itself through
a limited number of partners
→ for the maximum
success of all Citizen
partners

Specialised products
with unique properties
on behalf of the customer
→ for solutions that meet
all requirements

Elo X-Series
• Configuration flexibility with choice of processor,
touch technology and POS peripherals

3
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Elo is reinventing the point of sale to engage shoppers at the decision touch point,
reward loyalty and ensure fast services with great looks.
X-Series, the next generation of retail POS all-in-one touch computer. The Elo 15 and
17 inch X-Series deliver scalable performance, modern style, and modularity. Designed
for easy serviceability while maintaining the Elo reputation for reliability.

SEVEN WITH ONE BLOW
1

Point of Sale that Works
as Good as it Looks

7

• Zero-bezel models for a true flat, edge-to-edge design for a sleek appearance

4

• Retail-hardened and designed to withstand continuous
use in public environments

Competitive portfolio
at competitive prices →
for happy customers
and attractive profit
margins

Continuous
progress through
rigorous further enhancements → for the most
state-of-the-art printers
and technologies

Stay in touch:
Web: www.elotouchpos.com

Email: Interact@elotouch.com

Twitter: @EloEMEA

Don’t take our word for it, convince yourself with a demo unit
from Jarltech. Call your sales
representative now to request
yours!

w w w.e l o t o uch.com
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START THINKING GLOBAL
NOW WITH HONEYWELL
GLOBAL TRACKING

INNOVATION WITHOUT COMPROMISE

THIS BUSINESS SEGMENT BRINGS YOU ATTRACTIVE
PROFIT MARGINS AND LONG-TERM CUSTOMER LOYALTY
New at Jarltech: Honeywell Global Tracking
offers unrivaled tracking systems for mobile
assets, vehicles and people – both on land
and on water. The devices are traceable
everywhere, thanks to satellite communication, and may be localised via the Internet.
Start with the best news: You have »something
on the back burner« and starting now Jarltech
distributes these tracking systems, exclusively in
Europe! The systems are particularly interesting
for logistics companies and organizations which
are on-the-go outside of their national borders,
or in areas with spotty mobile communications
coverage. What is important to remember here:
satellite-based communication is reliable and independent of mobile communications providers,
plus there are no roaming charges – no matter
where in the world the person or the object is.
The satellite trackers are simply mounted to the
vehicle or truck container, or are carried along
like a mobile phone. They send short messages
to the central receiving station via satellite at
pre-determined intervals. With the corresponding tracking/mapping software efficient fleet
management suddenly has become both simple
and convenient. An alarm sounds upon deviation from the scheduled route, plus additional
sensors are capable of monitoring the temperature in the storage area, tire pressure or even
the road behavior – plenty of potential for a fantastic solution!

THE PRODUCTS – FOUR
FOR YOUR SUCCESS:

SAT-401:
Compact satellite
receiver with power
connector

TAM-242:
Battery-operated
satellite receiver

YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES:
• New sector, yet intriguing for
your regular customers
• Attractive reseller profit margins
• Long-term oriented and multiple
earnings opportunities
(hardware plus the monthly revenue)
• Clear and easy-to-grasp hardware range
• Typically large orders with high quantities
• Enormous area of usage, many interested
customers
• Easy to integrate, thanks to
practical starter kits

Osprey Portable
Tracker: Handheld
device for tracking
people

ViewPoint: Software
for professional
mapping and
tracking

POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS:
• Transportation/Logistics companies
• Manufacturers of valuable goods
• Taxi companies
• Shipping companies
• Travel organizers
• Transportation services
• Oil and gas companies
• NGOs, GOs and much more
For more information contact your sales
representative – simply call today!

T800

Fully Rugged 8,1” Tablet

Windows® 8
Intel® 2.16 GHz quad-core processor
8.1” (1280 x 800) LumiBond® display with
Getac sunlight readable technology

Fully Rugged 11,6” Tablet

Windows® 8
Intel® Core™ i7 or i5 vPro™ Technology
11.6” (1366 x 768) LumiBond® display with
Getac sunlight readable technology
Up to 8GB Memory & 256GB SSD Storage

Z710

Fully Rugged 7” Android Tablet

Android 4.1
Dual Core 1 GHz processor
7” (1024 x 600) LumiBond® display with Getac
sunlight readable technology

Optional SnapBack add-ons:
Smart card & contactless RFID reader combo
or
2nd expanded battery

www.getac.com
www.jarltech.com

F110

Copyright© 2015 Getac Technology Corporation and/or any of its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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OPTIMISED WAREHOUSE
MANAGEMENT
Simple handling reduces
time expenditure

Mobile computer solution expedites
and secures the workflow at Siemens
Siemens AG was searching for a solution which
would simplify the work processes associated
with the checking-in and checking-out of production orders, as well as the organisation of
the order assembly depot at its Nuremberg
location. Up to now, the SAP employees had
to manually assign the production orders storage space, which required several data entry
steps. The goal here was to simplify the procedural steps for the employees, and in particular, to ensure for better capture by the barcode
reader.
Given this task, the Head of Order Processing,
Mr. Michael Powell, contacted a systems supplier. Based on the very detailed and comprehensive project preparation, a hardware recommendation for the Datalogic Memor mobile
computer was made. In terms of its operation,
together with the development platform of the
Swedish IT specialists, Raptool, it could simply
and easily be programmed individually, so that
a quick implementation of the application was
possible.
During a three-month test phase the simplification of the SAP/ATLAS work was done with an
Excel tool. Upon the successful completion of
the test phase the Excel table was integrated
into an Access databank in order to incorporate
additional features, such as filtering according
to material number, storage location or order
number.

In order to expedite the input of
individual data corresponding to
each production order and every
component, Siemens Mobile Computer utilizes the Memor Series from
Datalogic. These mobile computers are
equipped with a Windows operating system.
The scanner’s 2D imager captures all known
barcode types, such as linear, stacked and
2D (including GS1 Databar). The advantage
of these mobile computers lies in the simple
installation and their compact size. The Memor
fits into every shirt or pants pocket, yet is fully
equipped: touch screen, Wi-Fi connection, imager, Windows operating system, etc.
On the mobile devices a suitable application
is required for entering and updating data, as
with any Windows computer. Particularly in the
fields of warehousing, logistics and production
software, custom-tailored applications to the
specific user needs are often required. The
development of such applications with conventional technologies and platforms is usually
very time-consuming and therefore extremely
cost-intensive.
The Raptool application development platform
is specifically designed for the use of mobile
devices such as smartphones, tablets or mobile
computers that run operating systems such as
Windows CE, Android or iOS. With it, applications for speeding up and simplifying work processes are developed in a short time, with very
little effort and without any programming knowledge. This is the primary reason why Siemens
decided against using traditional technology
and instead chose this fast environment. The
project could be realised, implemented, tested
and then put into operation in a short period of
time. Later necessary adjustments and expansions are also possible with very little work in
the shortest time!
The mobile computers can be connected via
USB to any PC or laptop, and Raptool will automatically recognise them. The software installs
automatically without user intervention for the
necessary drivers. Additionally, connection via
Wi-Fi can be established.

Managing
millions
of SKUs
worldwide
every day, with
eyes closed.

Accelerated processes,
time and money saved
With Raptool and the Memor
mobile computers from Datalogic, Siemens was able to make
its warehouse management more
flexible. Orders and components
may be found with fewer work steps and,
above all, faster. For Siemens it was especially
important to be able to create new applications without programming knowledge, since
their warehouse management continuously
expands to include new functions. Thanks to
their large memory, the Memor mobile computers offer plenty of memory space for these
types of expansions. Thanks to both Raptool
and Datalogic, Siemens in Nuremberg now
has the necessary flexibility in the warehouse
management of their supply storage for manufacturing, in a very short time and with very little
investment. Due to the positive experience, the
same solution was also introduced at another
location – additional locations are sure to follow
the Best Practice example.

www.datalogic.com

Additional information:		
www.datalogic.com
www.raptool.com

Regardless of how many stores you operate, how
many SKUs you stock, or how many employees
you have, Datalogic can help you achieve more.
Precise automatic data capture solutions and
flexible industrial automation systems bring
vision to every level of retail.
CobaltoTM omnidirectional presentation laser

scanner guarantees an excellent value and
outstanding performance in a stylish and
full-featured product.

RETAIL

www.jarltech.com

MANUFACTURING

T&L

HEALTHCARE

0800 JARLTECH · www.jarltech.de

(+43-1) 485 26 05 0 · www.jarltech.at

PRINTERS FOR MORE THAN RECEIPTS & SALES
SLIPS – FOR A FUTURE-ORIENTED POS MARKET
EPSON’S TM-INTELLIGENT
TECHNOLOGY: HOW TO MAKE THE
MOST OF IT FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS

2

Epson has taken the idea of a POS system
to a whole new level. With the intelligent
new generation of POS systems, Epson is
offering real advantages, standard.
TM-Intelligent technologies open up a wealth
of new options to retailers: Aside from printing
receipts, coupons from the receipt printer can
be provided to loyal customers, and tickets
and labels printed for greater flexibility. And
thanks to the low amount of space needed for
both the POS system and printer it is possible
to make effective use of even limited spacial
conditions. Epson TM-Intelligent devices also
stand out due to their efficiency when it comes
to their integration into existing systems: They
can be connected to established POS systems
through a USB connection, and easily linked
via Plug and Play.
Since the intelligent systems run extremely
efficiently, they also help to reduce costs in the
process. The use of mobile devices also makes
the POS spatially flexible, and shifts payment
to the shop floor or to an additional POS. Thus,
queues during the hot sales season, for example, become a thing of the past.
POS PC and conventional receipt printer

ADVANTAGES FOR YOU
• Competitive edge

• Easy software development
and integration

• Reduction of development
times and costs

• Reliable, future-proofed and
easy-to-integrate platform

• Added value for your customers 		

ADVANTAGES FOR
YOUR CUSTOMERS

Space-consuming and less efficient:
POS PC and conventional receipt printer

USE A TRIMMED-DOWN POS
SYSTEM WITH A LOCALLY
OPERATED POS APPLICATION

• Combine your POS system and POS printer
into a single compact, high-performance unit.
• With the help of integrated PC architecture you
install the POS application directly on the TMDT printer.
• Control standard peripherals – as well as
other printers, if necessary – directly from the
intelligent POS printer.
• Put the printer either on (TM-T88V-DT) or
below the sales counter (TM-T70II-DT).

3

• Flexibility and scalability
• Small POS areas

• Better customer service/ 			
reduced waiting times

• Put your trust in tablet POS solutions with the
TM-i Series.
• Print receipts, tickets, coupons and labels
from any standard web browser – without a
driver and independent of the platform!
• Quick and flexible set-up of temporary checkouts at the POS during peak times.
• Control standard peripherals directly from the
printer.

• Mobility

• Cost reduction

through additional services

POS PC and intelligent Epson receipt
printer, which supplies the basic data
for web-based value-added services

1

CONTINUE TO USE YOUR EXISTING
POS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE +
ADD WEB-BASED EXTRA SERVICES
AS YOU NEED THEM

In addition to the POS application, further services can be installed at any time:
• Plug and Play: Replace your conventional
POS printer with an intelligent POS printer
from the TM-i Series.
• Print receipts like you are accustomed to via
the USB port: Existing POS software can
remain in use without alteration, adjusting
the driver, etc., is not necessary.
• Use the information from the printer (receipt
data) and expand additional web-based
value added services such as reporting,
e-receipts, CRM services, statistics, and
customer evaluations on the basis of this
electronic data.

www.jarltech.com

USE TABLET AND WEB-BASED
POS SOFTWARE FOR A TIDY
CASH DESK

4

USE MOBILE DEVICES AND
WEB-BASED POS SOFTWARE
DIRECTLY ON THE SHOP FLOOR

• Benefit from mobile POS solutions with
tablet PCs and smartphones.
• Advise and take payment directly on the
shop floor: "Multichannel", "Guided Services" or "Bring-your-own-device".

Take a look at the
Epson mobile POS
video here!

www.jarltech.com

Tidy and inviting: An efficient solution
with Epson TM-intelligent technology

CONVINCE BY
ARGUMENTS
PAPER: IT’S PATIENT BUT SLOW
The majority of logistics companies still use
paper-based systems for pick-up and delivery
processes! We think that does not have to be
the case, since paper-based systems are still
extremely error-prone and slow. What many
here also ignore is that even an automated routine job, such as the signing-off of a receipt,
in which only a few seconds could be saved,
brings an economically significant increase in
efficiency as a whole.

This applies to all logistics areas – use this to
your advantage: with the corresponding hardware for automatic data capture you bring your
customers forward and give your business an
extra boost. The usage of mobile technologies
and automation purifies processes and ensures for better overall workflow, while at the
same time increasing precision.
Achieve more efficiency in
routine processes with Honeywell
Honeywell offers an extremely broad product
range of robust devices for numerous warehouse management applications, including:
corded and wireless scanners for barcodebased track-and-trace applications, mobile
computers for usage as handheld terminals,
vehicle computers, label printers for marking
parcels and ring scanners specially designed
for picking applications. This way, you cover
nearly all the mobile and stationary applications of your logistics customers with a single
manufacturer.
The chances provided to you by real-time data,
shorter distances and multi-functional usable
devices for you and your customers is enor-

mous. There is a particularly high potential in
the inventory management sector, tracking and
commissioning. Support your customers with
the corresponding hardware. Therefore: print,
track, capture data – all with Honeywell. Convince yourself.
Learn more from your customer service representative – simply call today!

Shines everywhere
without blinding
Bright mountable touchmonitor
with anti-glare coating
The TF2234MC-B1 AGB monitor features a 22" multi-touchscreen with up to 10 touch points. Its
extremely bright IPS LED panel with all-glass surface and anti-glare effect ensures for brilliant colors
and minimizes reflection to a minimum – in any lighting conditions. You don't have to put it directly in the
spotlight, but it's good to know that it could.

PD43

CK3R and
CK3X

Granit 1980i
and 1981i

www.jarltech.com

Thor CV31
and VM3

Ring scanner
8600

Learn more from your Jarltech sales representative
and under www.iiyama.com

VESA

IP54
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WLAN MADE EASY

ZEBRA® ZQ500™ SERIES
MOBILE PRINTERS:
THE MOST RUGGED MOBILE
PRINTERS ON THE MARKET

Zebra WiNG Express – Powerful &
Simple Wireless Networking!
Get your slice of the wireless cake by offering
your customers Zebra's WiNG Express technology for easy WLAN integration. The benefits are
vast and ideal for business in hospitality, logistics, public institutions and retail; and as their
business grows, so does the network.
What Zebra achieved is as brilliant as it is simple: Zebra developed a completely new user interface for the existing product series’ hardware
with the proven WiNG 5 operating system. The
result: you set-up and manage wireless networks easier than ever – and at half the price!
Complex functions for large corporate networks
are not included, but for networks with up to
1,024 access points you are optimally positioned with WiNG Express. You will easily recognize
hardware with WiNG Express by the »E« behind
the product name. Simply begin with WiNG Express, and then just add an Express Manager if
you require more access points.

AT-A-GLANCE:
• Access points and controllers for
genuine enterprise-class WLAN
• User-friendly graphical front end
• Scalable to 1,024 access points
per network
• 802.11ac gigabit throughput
• No controller requirement for
networks up to 24 access points

BENEFITS:
• Easy calculation: optimum
price-performance ratio
• Easy 3-step configuration and
over-the-air provisioning
• Easily scalable when requirements grow
• Easy shopping: no need for certification
• Easy unbeatable price

The ZQ500 Series combines military-grade design with mobile
functionality for on-the-go printing in any environment.
The printers feature:
• IP54 rating for protection against dust and liquids
(IP65 rating with optional exoskeleton case)
• MIL-STD 810g military qualifications for drop and vibration tests
• Bluetooth Smart Ready 4.0 (Low Energy) connectivity
• “Made for iPod®/iPhone®/iPad®” (MFi) and Wi-Fi Alliance certifications
• Multiport radio for simultaneous Bluetooth 3.0 and WLAN connectivity

AP6522E
Indoor 802.11n
access point

AP7522E
Indoor 802.11ac
access point

AP7502E
Wall plate 802.11ac
access point & switch

Jarltech and Zebra now offer you WiNG Express, which you will never want to let loose
once you have a hold on it. Get more information on www.makingwirelesseasy.com or
contact your sales representative – call today!

VX 9000E
Virtual controller for
1,024 access points

MIL-STD

810

Find out more about
the ZQ500 range
at www.zebra.com

IP

54

Order today with your sales representative
FREEPHONE 0800-JARLTECH
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better from any angle

No matter what your scanning challenge – the answer is Honeywell.
What are the boldest innovations in scanning? Is it scanning smartphones?
A cordless, battery-free handheld scanner? Or the ability to read nearly
any code in any lighting at a huge range of distances? No, better scanning
is more than flashy features. What matters most are innovations designed
for the way you actually work. That’s why the boldest innovation in scanning
is Honeywell.
CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Look closer at www.honeywellaidc.com/Perspectives-Scanning

© 2015 Honeywell International Inc.

